
Stephen 
Carr, an 

industry 
veteran with 
over 25 years 

of experience, 
believes 

leadership is 
something 

we come with 
into this life 

and that it can 
be cultivated 

through careful 
coaching.
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Stephen Carr, 
PCC is a certified, 

Boston-based 
Executive 

Leadership Coach, 
facilitator and 
speaker with 
over 25 years 
of experience 

in coaching, 
consulting and 

managing at 
sales, general 

and executive 
management levels. 

The Coaching 
Connector caught 

up with him 
recently and asked 
him to share some 

of this thoughts 
on the topic of 

executive coaching 
and leadership 

in general.

What are the 
hallmarks of a good 
leader?

Part of the work of coaching is helping 
people figure out what or where it is 
they want to get. Through assessment, 
we even look at whether that actually 
suits them. It may not be a simple yes 
or no but how you show up as a leader. 
There’s a lot of choices in that. There’s no 
one map for being an effective leader. I 
believe leadership resides in every single 
person. I define it as the best part of us. 
It’s the potential we come into this life 
by showing up in the world. 

A good leader knows that leadership 
is a choice they need to make in every 
moment with every interaction and 
decision. What a leader says or doesn’t 
say, does or doesn’t do always sends a 
message. They need to know what that 
message is and if it’s congruent with the 
one they want to be sending. They’re 
also focused on being their best self and 
utilizing that best self to bring out the best 
in others. People want to be successful 
and they can be better than anyone thinks 
they are if leaders create an environment 
that expects, encourages and develops 
that success.

Why do leaders 
need executive 
and leadership 
coaching?
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What are the signs 
that leaders need 
coaching or can 
all leaders benefit 
from it?

In the industry 
you hear the terms 
leadership, business 
and executive 
coaching being 
thrown around. 
What are the areas 
of intersection 
between these?

I 
think there is a real transition 
occurring in today’s world that is 
challenging us and challenging 
organizations. We’re transitioning from 
the old paradigm where leadership 

resided in a person or in a role. It still does 
for the most part—executive coaching 
is focused on individuals. But really the 
new view is that leadership is a collective 
process that needs to spread throughout 
an organization. Instead of asking who are 
the leaders, it’s asking what conditions do 
we need to create for leaders to emerge 
throughout an organization.

Whenever we’re talking about coaching, 
we're talking about a result that someone 
wants to get. That result may vary in terms 
of its specificity—getting a product out 
into the marketplace versus being a more 
effective meeting leader, for example–—but 
there is always a result. We want something 
to show up in our lives or in the world in a 
different way than it did before.

Recount a 
particular instance 
where executive 
coaching made a 
significant impact.
A very talented, very smart guy in 
a national position was referred to 
me. Everyone who worked for him 
recognized his talents. However, they 
didn’t want to work for him anymore 
because he didn't listen to them, he told 
them what to do, he was sarcastic and 
created an environment where they 
essentially stopped presenting ideas and 
asking questions. He wasn’t allowing 
others to engage or feel like they were 
contributing to the organization’s 
overall success. And the numbers 
showed it. Initially he didn’t think he 
needed coaching. He thought he was 
going to get good feedback from his 
people. He had an identity—a way that 
he thought about himself, which is a 
really important component in terms 
of what we coaches work with. At the 
outset, I did a 360 feedback survey 
within the organization and presented 
him with a leadership profile. It showed 
the huge gap that existed between 
how he thought about himself and 
the impact he wanted to create with 
these people and what was actually 
happening. And it embarrassed him. I 
began coaching him and sat in on his 
meetings for about three months and 
basically saw a transformation occur 
because he was a very determined, 
very smart guy. Over time the people 
who worked for him started talking, 
they started contributing, they started 
telling jokes and engaging. When I first 
started coaching him, they were silent. 
The tangible outcome was this business 
grew. The revenue completely shifted 
and what started out as a terrible year 
for them turned into a year where they 
exceeded all expectations.
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With 
globalization 
and the world 
becoming 
increasingly 
flat, how does 
one invest in 
global leaders 
through 
coaching?

T
wice a year 
I coach at 
the Harvard 
University 
Business School 
where they run 

an eight-week Advanced 
Management Program 
bringing in 170 leaders from 
around the world. I’ll work 
with a group of eight or nine 
individuals from eight or 
nine different countries—
different languages, genders, 
industries. The coaches have 
an opportunity to accelerate 
participants’ development 
as a group because everyone 
has to work together in order 
to be effective. We also work 
with participants individually 
on things like building an 
awareness and facilitating 
an understanding of cultural 
differences. 

For example, being able to 
work with people who come 
from a culture not used to 
interrupting or jumping into 
conversations versus working 
with people who blurt 
everything out and take over 
conversations.

How does coaching bridge 
cultural differences in 
such a case?

T
he coaches use a cultural diversity assessment 
that lets people see where they fall on certain 
metrics. Then we get really specific about 
what that means in terms of how they’re 
going to work with each other. What are their 

aspirations as a group? What are their values? And then 
what norms are they going to use to guide their behavior 
in a very specific way so that they learn to interact with 
each other in a way that expresses respect and value 
and produces the best outcome in terms of their ability 
to get through the program together. Oftentimes the 
relationships they end up forging become some of the 
richest relationships these people have had in their 
business careers.

I 
think that there will probably be continued 
change in the kinds of conversations that occur 
in organizational life and business life because of 
coaching and its continued acceptance. Potentially, I 
think it’s going to find ways to infiltrate organizations 

in a broader way. Coaching is a profession but it’s also a 
way of being and a way of conversing and a way of helping 
bring out the best in those who report to us, those who are 
our peers, those who are our bosses, those who we meet 
on the street every day. And I think that potential exists in 
what is becoming a more diverse world.

Looking into the crystal 
ball, what would you 
say the future holds for 
executive and business 
coaching?

Freelance writer June Allan Corrigan addresses a 
wide range of topics including business, medicine, 
lifestyle, parenting and education. Visit her 
website at junecorrigan.com.
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